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Abstract—Comparing with the traditional disk based dis-
tributed storage system, RAM based storage has been proven to
be an effective way to accelerate realtime applications processing
speed. In this paper, we propose a memory based distributed
Cloud storage system called Sedna. Managing ’big data’ across
lots of commodity servers, Sedna provides high scalability, simple
effective data access APIs with data consistency and persistency,
and a new trigger based APIs for realtime applications. To
guarantee the scalability with low latency, we design and imple-
ment a hierarchical structure to manage huge size data center
which is simple and effective. Except the high speed provided by
memory based storage, Sedna absorbs advantages from state-of-
art cloud programming frameworks, and gives programmers a
new way to write massive data realtime applications. These data
read/write triggers APIs are necessary but are missing parts of
modern distributed storage system. Experiments and examples
show Sedna achieve comparable speed to widely-used distributed
cache system, and provide a more efficient way to use distributed
storage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Realtime processing has been a new wave in cloud comput-

ing along with the rapid development of large scale Internet

service. The speed of data generation is much faster, and the

requirement for timely analysis is also more exigent. As the

world’s largest social network site, Facebook has been facing

the realtime trend for years [12]. These applications require

high speed concurrent write/read access to a very large amount

of realtime data. For example, the Realtime Analytics [8] need

to read and analysis data generated in realtime by Scribe

[10]. Facebook Message [3], which would index the rapidly

growing data set like messages and emails, dynamically and

incrementally for fast random lookups.

Even the realtime trends has emerged for years, cloud

storage system has not been able to catch up with it. Realtime

applications basically need to store large scale data in higher

throughput and randomly read them back, however, this is still

a big challenge for disk based cloud storage system due to

the latency of disk I/O operations. In 2009, RAMCloud [23]

proposed to use RAM as the main storage material instead of

disk in cloud. It showed the possibility and the reasonability

of using RAM or other high speed random access device
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to substitute disk in data centers. RAMCloud concentrates

on the data persistency and recovery strategy, However, we

believe the scalability is another important problem when

changing from disk storage to memory storage. Considering

the storage capacity of RAM(32-64GB) and Disk(16-32T) in a

standalone server, to build the competitive storage system, we

need at least hundredfold servers in a RAM cloud. Managing

so many servers without delaying the RAM speed is a great

challenge for researchers. In Sedna, we focus on the scalability

issues and design a hierarchical structure to manage large-scale

cluster.

With the high data read/write speed, it is still complex

and difficult to program a realtime application in cloud plat-

form. Current realtime programming models in cloud like

MapReduce Online [21], S4 [20], Spark [24] have some

limitations facing different kinds of realtime applications. It

is unavoidable because the storage layers they are running on

only provides simple data read and write APIs. This means

if applications want to get the newest data from storage

layer, it has to continuously read it over and over again.

These simple read/write Apis are acceptable for batch based

applications but do not fit for realtime ones. In Sedna, besides

the straightforward data access Apis, we provides trigger based

Apis which are useful for upper layer realtime programming

models. According our use case in realtime search engine, we

find it is easy to implement a programming framework for

different kinds of realtime applications based on Sedna.

This article is decomposed as fellows: section 2 list some

problems facing realtime era in cloud environment. After that

we will describe the storage layer of Sedna especially the

hierarchical structure of Sedna detailed in section 3. In section

4, we present the trigger based read/write apis Sedna provides

for realtime applications, and show a use case based on it.

In section 5, we show experiments on Sedna’s performance

comparing with current popular distributed memory cache

system. We also use this performance analysis to demonstrate

the efficiency of Sedna’s hierarchical structure. In section 6,

we list some related works and show the difference between

them and Sedna. Finally, this paper is concluded in section 7.
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II. REALTIME FOR STORAGE

Realtime applications have emerged and been popular in

the state-of-art internet services for years. It call for numerous

abilities which most of current storage solutions in cloud

have not obtained. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical realtime cloud

platform. The under layer storage system needs to response to

the write and read requests from clients and needs to support

the realtime application scheduler.
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Fig. 1. Storage Layer in Realtime Cluster

Knowing this architecture of realtime cluster, and critical

characters of realtime applications summarized below, we can

get more clues about what a modern storage is required to

meet the demands of the realtime applications.

• Need to store large amount of small data. Small and

fragile raw data pieces have been the most common

data type in current cloud applications. According to the

statistics provided by Twitter, 350 billion tweets(each

tweet is limited less than 140 bytes) were posted in

Twitter from near 400 million users per day.

• Need to store data in high throughput. Still take Twitter

as an example, with a rate of billions of messages and

millions of relationship changes every day. To store or

process these newly generated data requires high write

throughput ability. Further more, the situation becomes

worse when each message need to be written several

times for reliability.

• Need to random reads in high speed. Once the newly

generated data was written into the storage system, we

need corresponding handlers to process it immediately.

Take a realtime search engine as example, the time

interval between the newly data sprawled and indexed

should be short.

• Need to help users process data in realtime. Typical

realtime applications response to users within seconds.

This response was generated through a serial complex

computing.

A. Modern Storage Model

Storage model includes several aspects including data repre-

sentation, data storage strategy, data retrieving and other merits

like performance, availability, scalability etc. In following

sections, we describe a storage model that Sedna uses to adapt

real time applications.

1) Representing Data: Modern cloud applications typically

store a large amount of small data pieces, and usually access

them randomly, or at least, in a way that is different from

how these data was collected. Key-Value fashion is quite fit

for small data piece, and supports random read/write well.

Though original key-value is a flatten data model, we can add

extra information in the ’key’ part to represent hierarchical

data space. Or, divide data into different tables like Bigtable

does. Finally, key-value pair is naturally fit for current popular

MapReduce [14] programming model.

2) Programming Model: MapReduce is a popular dis-

tributed programming model introduced by Google. It simpli-

fies large scale distribution applications by dividing them into

map stage and reduce stage. MapReduce was widely used in

batching jobs, however, it can not support realtime processing

well. In realtime applications, the interactions between users

and cloud platform became continuous. Once data arrived,

we need to process it immediately and generate new results,

which will affect what users see in clients or begin next

round processing. To support this programming model, the

storage system should provide applications the ability to watch

on their interesting data pieces, store the intermediate results

produced in processing safely even failure happens, and send

these results to next phase immediately instead of waiting for

writing into local disk.

3) Speed Requirement: Realtime applications running on

cloud platform require high read/write speed which only can

be provided by memory storage and high speed network con-

nection. 10Gb network has been popular in modern data cen-

ters, so the max transmission speed of network has exceeded

the disk speed. To accommodate this situation, higher speed

storage material began to noticeable for system architecture.

Memory is one of the fastest and its price has been more

reasonable now. We can easily put the whole data set into

a cluster’s main memory. Also, memory is fit for small data

chunks that are typically less than 4KB(MB).

4) Scalability Requirement: Once we store most data into

memory, comparing the disk size per server, we will need more

servers to provide competitive storage capacity. Besides, the

internet scale service needs storage system changes drastically

according to its popularity. In a word, modern storage system

needs the ability of managing more servers to provide scalable

storage and computing power.

B. Sedna Design Idea

Sedna is designed following the storage model described in

section 2.A. Here we list some basic design principles:

• Sedna stores all the recent data in memory instead of

disk. All data stored in Sedna is arranged in key value
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SEDNA

Problems Technique Advantages
Partitioning Consistent Incremental

Hashing Scalability
Replication Eventually Higher R/W Speed

Consistency Flexible policy
Node ZooKeeper Avoid the single

Management Sub cluster node failure
Read Trigger Speed up the

Read&Write and Lock-Free Processing by
Writes data push and

low latency
Heart-beat Reduce the failure

Failure Detection protocol and detection time
and Handling Active detection

Periodically Different speed
Persistency flush or and availability

Strategy write-ahead logs according users’
needs

fashion, and the key was extended implicitly by Sedna to

provide hierarchical data space.

• Sedna uses a subset of cluster to manage overall con-

sistent status. This way avoids the single failure problem

which often draws criticism on the availability of Hadoop

[4] or other GFS [15] like storage system, and provides

the potential to extend data center into huge size without

conspicuous penalty on speed.

• Sedna provides read/write trigger apis to help program-

mers write realtime applications. By pushing recently

changed data to corresponding clients and triggering

specify user-define actions, Sedna can reduce the effort

to write complex realtime applications dramatically. Be-

sides, Sedna provides distributed data structure to help

users write realtime applications or streaming processing

applications.

III. SEDNA ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of a distributed storage system in pro-

duction environment is quite complex which includes data

persistence component, scalable and robust solution for load

balancing, servers management, failure detection, handling

and recovery, replica consistency, state transfer, concurrent

mechanisms. In this section, we focus on several core concep-

tions and implementation in Senda: partitioning, replication,

data read and write, as well as Zookeeper usage. In next

section, we introduce how Sedna provide a new perspective

to program realtime applications. Table 1 presents a summary

of techniques employed by Sedna and their advantages.

A. Overall Architecture

Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the Sedna system. As

a cloud storage layer for distributed applications, the requests

from clients usually was directly routed to a server in data

center. Servers in Sedna cluster are divided into two categories:

the upper layer sub-cluster which we call ZooKeeper [11]

cluster and ordinary servers. Each server in data center runs

nearly the same components except for the ZooKeeper parts. A

complete Sedna instance on one server was logically divided

into local part and distributes part. Local part includes the

local memory management layer and persistency layer. The

distribute part was implemented based on ZooKeeper, which

will help us maintain a consistent status information of the

whole cluster. The top layer up cluster status manager layer

in Fig. 2 contains components which are pluggable modules

providing different functionalities, like replica management,

nodes management, data balance, etc.
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Fig. 2. Overall Architecture of Sedna

B. Partitioning

Sedna uses distributed hash table to separate data across the

cluster. The distributed consistent hash ring looks like Fig. 3.

It was equally divided into millions of slices, so every slice

represents a sub-range of INTEGER(which indicates the key

range). What’s more, each sub-range is called a virtual node,

which consists sequential numbers. When data arrives, its key

will be hashed to an integer, then mod to a virtual node. Every

data in a virtual node will be stored in one server(r1), and

replicated in other two servers(r2, r3 as the figure shows). The

real servers that store data were named real nodes comparing

with virtual nodes.

The simplest consistent hash algorithm is problematic as

its non-uniformity when servers join and leave the cluster

frequently. Virtual nodes [2] strategy was proposed to reduce

the imbalance in a cluster. In Sedna, virtual node is the

minimal continuous block for data storage. We record all

the virtual nodes’ status including its capacity, read/write

frequency. Besides, we also maintain a imbalance table for all

the real nodes computed from the virtual nodes’ status. This

information is calculated and stored locally, and periodically

updated to ZooKeeper cluster. It is only necessary to update

the imbalance table, which is a quite small comparing with

the virtual nodes number.
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Fig. 3. Virtual Node Ring of Sedna

C. Replication

Every data stored in Sedna system have at least other two

copies to guarantee the data availability. We only provide the

eventually consistency among different copies using quorum

algorithm. Use R denotes the minimal number of nodes that

must be connected when read data from N replicas, W denotes

the minimal number of nodes that must be connected when

write data from N replicas. The values of R and W are subject

to following two constrains:

R+W > N

W >
N

2

This two formulas guarantee the consistency eventually. For

example, if there are 3 copies for each data, and R equals 2, W
equals 2. These two formulas are satisfied. In this situation,

once any two writes among these three copies success, the

read operations will need to wait until at least two copies are

consistent because we need at least two reads in these three

copies.

When receiving a read request, local running Sedna service

requests all the corresponding real nodes to get data with

timestamp, then checks for R equality. If there are more than

R equal data, the Sedna service will return corresponding

value to clients. Similarly, when encountering write requests

for given keys, Sedna service generates the requests were sent

to all the relative nodes, if more than W nodes return the same

version number then the write is considered success.

As we want to keep three copies stored in Sedna for every

piece of data, any server failure will cause part of replicas

broken. To maintain the data availability, Senda use read

recovery to do replica recovery after nodes failing appears.

Reads in Sedna system need to send requests to all the three

real nodes that store replicas. According to the ’timeout’,

’refuse’ response from these real nodes, Sedna service will

determine whether the servers have failed, and check their

existence by asking the ZooKeeper service. If it does fail, reads

operation will start a data duplication task asynchronously to

copy the lost replica from other healthy nodes and finally

change the data mapping information stored in ZooKeeper

service. The possibility of lost all the three replicas in a very

short time during which no reads nor writes happens can be

ignored, even this happens, like the power shortage of the

cluster, we can still recover the data from lost by the periodic

data flushing.

D. Node Management

When a node joins the Sedna cluster, it will start the local

memory storage firstly, then connect to the ZooKeeper service

for status synchronization. If the ZooKeeper service has not

been initialized, it will start a initial procedure instead of

normal start-up procedure. After checking the existence of

ZooKeeper service, newly joined node will start its Sedna Ser-

vice. The service will firstly try to register itself to ZooKeeper

by creating a ephemeral znodes under the real nodes znode.

After this, it will start number of threads (according the config-

uration) to ask for virtual nodes and store them locally. This

action will change the mapping information between virtual

node with real node, which is stored in ZooKeeper service,

so the local Sedna service need write into ZooKeeper service,

which means changing the value of a znode in ZooKeeper.

When a real node fails or shuts down accidentally, the heart-

beat signal which is kept between this server and ZooKeeper

service will lost. This will make ZooKeeper service aware

of the real node’s lost. Sedna does not need to do anything.

Recovery work will be started when we read or write data that

was stored in this real node.

In Sedna, the virtual node number is a abstracted as a

configurable parameter, however, once it is set, we can not

change it unless restart the Sedna cluster. The retrieving data

threads mentioned above is highly related with the number

of virtual nodes. Typically, we store about 100 virtual nodes

in a one real node, so if a cluster contains 1,000 servers at

most, the total virtual nodes number can be set to 100,000.

As every real node stores 100 virtual nodes in average, the

data retrieving threads number could be 16 or 8.

E. ZooKeeper Cluster

ZooKeeper cluster is the critical part to maintain virtual

node distribution information in Sedna. Besides, it also pro-

vides node existence information for all nodes in Sedna cluster,

therefore its performance will determine the Sedna perfor-

mance. In this section, We analysis the usage of ZooKeeper

in Sedna and show its performance is fit to be used in large

scale storage system to provide consistent status information..

We have known that ZooKeeper is much more preferable for

read than write-intensive operations, so mostly Sedna read the

information from ZooKeeper service instead of writing. There

are two general situations that the data stored in ZooKeeper is

required to be modified: 1) when a Sedna cluster boots at the

first time, it needs to create znodes in ZooKeeper, which each

znode represents for a virtual node, and the overall number of

virtual nodes may be millions according to the cluster size; 2)

whenever a real node in cluster leaves or a new node joins,

Sedna updates these information into ZooKeeper by setting

znode’s value. In the first situation, lots of creation operations
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will take a long time when the virtual nodes number is large,

but it only happens once when the Sedna cluster firstly starts

up. In the second situation, writes in ZooKeeper is much faster

(in milliseconds) than the frequency of new nodes join, so it

will not affect the Sedna performance.

ZooKeeper’s read performance might be another potential

bottleneck of Sedna. To avoid this bottleneck, we have three

strategies: 1) use local cache. When cached data was found

invalid (target node returns ’reject’ or ’timeout’), Sedna reads

from ZooKeeper and updates local cache. 2) each server

starts a periodical thread to synchronize local cache with

ZooKeeper data, which we call it the lease time. To reduce the

unnecessary updates, lease time will reduce to half if there are

lots of changes in ZooKeeper in last lease time, and grow to

double if no change in last lease time. 3) whenever updates in

ZooKeeper, it will be recorded in a separate znode directory

as Sedna only refreshes modified data. In Sedna, we do not

use ZooKeeper’s watch mechanism because if there are many

nodes watching the same znode, any change will result in an

uncontrollable network storm.

F. Basic APIs

1) Write: Since random writes were quite common in In-

ternet service, the Sedna system allows writes on the same key

parallel from different sources without lock mechanism or lock

synchronization. Sedna provides write latest() and write all()
for users, both of which work without lock. Data stored in

Sedna are timestamped and writes with newer timestamp will

successfully overwrite data with older timestamp. When the

write latest() request was received by a real node, local Sedna

service will compare the request’s timestamp with current

stored data’s timestamp. If current data is newer, it will reply

a ’outdated’ to the request, else send a ’ok’. When the

write all() request is received by a real node, it will only

compare the request’s timestamp with the element that came

from the same source server in value list. If newer, it updates

the element and returns ’ok’, else just returns ’outdated’.

When application calls the write latest() api, it will re-

ceive one of three possible replies: ’ok’ means the write is

successful, ’outdated’ means it is outdated, and ’failure’

means error happens and Sedna will start a recovery task

asynchronously. write all() is pretty like write latest() except

updates happened on one element of value list instead of all

the value.

2) Read: Corresponding with the write apis, Sedna also

provides read latest() and read all() for applications to fast

access the data set. When applications call the read latest(),
it will receive the most fresh value no matter it was written by

which node. However, the write all() will return all the values

corresponding that key.

3) Realtime API: In cloud focusing on the realtime process-

ing, the interval between data arrival and proceeded is more

important than batch processing system. That means upper

layer applications need more sensitive way to monitor the data

write operations and get useful data timely. In next section, we

will introduce how Sedna support such operations and how

program realtime applications based on Sedna.

IV. TRIGGERS: SEDNA FOR REALTIME

To support realtime applications, Sedna adds trigger based

APIs as fundamental functionality. Trigger based mechanisms

have been widely used in database system to ensure the data

integrity in the past several decades. It was a special storage

procedure which will be executed once some specific events

happened, like insert, update, or delete.

However, these database triggers are quite different from

the trigger based APIs Senda provides. Firstly, Sedna supports

trigger based programming model which programmers can use

to build their applications running in a Cloud environment. For

example, to implement the Indexer of a search engine, we can

define a Sedna trigger monitoring on the web pages data set

and perform text parsing and index establishing. Whenever any

update on the web pages data set, this trigger will be scheduled

to execute tasks according programmers definition. Secondly,

trigger system in Sedna is much more complex than that in

database. Sedna provides the filter mechanism for triggers.

Filters are necessary because the high frequency of updates

in Cloud applications. Programmers can filter part of them

according user-defined conditions.

A. Trigger Based Programming

A typical application based on Sedna’s trigger APIs usually

includes several triggers to finish a complex job. The left

picture in Fig. 4 shows three triggers - A, B, and C. Trigger

A monitors the initial data set and executes tasks which will

output its intermediate results into distributed file system,

and the variation of trigger As outputs will push forward

trigger C, and so on. The loop body of an iterative tasks was

implemented by the interaction among these three triggers. In

an iterative task, there also would be a stop condition which

used to terminate the infinite loop. Programmers can use filters

to stop next phase execution.

B. Flow Control

The trigger based system is readily comprehensible, how-

ever, there are many difficulties when we want to provide it

as a programming model for applications. One of the most

important challenges is the Ripple effect caused by multiple

triggers. We use the Fig. 4 to demonstrate this problem. The

right picture in Fig. 4 shows that the trigger A and D will

push forward the same trigger C, and the output of trigger

C will push forward A and D in turn. The circle formation

of triggers is the way programmers used to support complex

applications, however, in this situation, once this loop began to

execute, the frequency of triggers activation will be doubled in

each round and finally flood the whole cluster. This would be

much more serious when different users share the same Sedna

cluster as they do not know much about others applications and

might form lots of such kind circles. This overflow situation

was suppressed in Sedna because the filters will give every

application default trigger interval. If value changes during
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this interval, it would be safe to discard them as the most

fresh data matters most.

Fig. 4. Multiple Triggers Execution. A Case Study

C. Monitor & Filter

Monitor and filter are the key concepts to support realtime

apis in Sedna. As we have described in section 2, Sedna uses

key-value fashion to store data and it extends the key field

of data to support hierarchical data space. So the least unit

programs can monitor would be a key-value pair, and they also

can monitor Tables which is a collector of key-value pairs, or

monitor a Dataset which is a collector of tables. As Fig. 5

shows, all the storage table includes two additional columns:

Dirty and Monitors. Every time data was written in this row,

table, or Dataset, the Dirty filed will be written automatically.

When programmers register a monitor on specific data, that

program will add itself in the corresponding Monitors filed.

��� ����� 	
��� ��
����

Fig. 5. Extended Key-Value Pair

Once Sedna started, it will start several threads according

to the data size to scan the Dirty and Monitored fields sequen-

tially. Whenever Dirty flag was found, that data piece will be

sent to corresponding filters according to the monitor fields of

that data piece. With the respect to the implementation, filters

are much easier than monitors. It is an assert function to check

whether specific conditions have been fulfilled. In Sedna, the

assert functions in Sedna would contain four arguments, two

for the new data, other two for the old data. This is useful

when we need to determine when the triggers should stop.

D. Realtime APIs

Listing 1 shows an example application written in Java

using Sedna’s APIs. To finish specific tasks, Programmers

need to write an action class (MyAction) extending the basic

Action class provided by Sedna APIs. The override action

function in MyAction has three input parameters: the key

part of input data, a list of values share the same key, and

a Result. Result provides a safe way for programmers to write

processing results into distributed storage system paralleled.

Besides the action class, a complete application should contain

the monitors, filters, and the output setting. In our example,

we build a TriggerInput instance from the DataHooks and

a user-defined MyFilter class that bases on Sedna’s Filter
class. And the setActionClass method of class Job glues these

things together. In this method, the Input, Output, and the

MyAction work together to build a trigger job. Finally, in the

main function, we should schedule the just created job to run.

In the practical environment, Programmers should give a job

a timeout measurement to avoid infinite execution.

The assert function in Filter class includes two noticeable

features. First of all the assert function will be called on

each key-value pairs where programmers set hooks on. Sedna

runtime will choose to process this key-value pair or not

according assert’s return value, so the assert function should

be as simple as possible. Secondly, the assert function provides

users four parameters including the old key-value pair and new

key-value pair. The reason to design it this way is, in lots of

condition, the filter need to compare the difference between

before and after the data updates. An obvious example is the

stop condition of iterative tasks.

Listing 1. A Domino Task Example

public static class MyAction extends
Action<Key, Iterator<Value>, Result>{

protected void action(Key, Iterator<Value>,
Result){

//do your stuff here
}

}
public static class MyFilter exntens Filter{

protected boolean assert(OldKey, OldValue,
NewKey, NewValue){
//return true/false

}
}

//Job Configuration
public static Job confJob(){
h1 = new DataHooks();
f1 = new MyFilter();
i1 = new TriggerInput(h1,f1);
o1 = new TriggerOutput();
Job job = new Job();
job.setJarByClass(this.class);
job.setActionClass(MyAction.class,i1, o1);
return job;

}

public static void main(String[] args){
Job job = configureJob();
job.schedule(Timeout);

}

In section 5, we will describe a real cloud realtime ap-

plication based on Sedna storage layer and the trigger based

programming model.
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V. SEDNA USAGE CASE

At the very beginning, the Sedna system was designed and

implemented for a micro-blogging search project, so in this

section we will briefly describe the usage of Sedna in micro-

blogging search engine.

Micro-blogging search engine is a useful tools we designed

for micro-blogging system like Twitter and Sina Weibo to find

the most fresh discussion trends. In addition to the ability

of usual search engines have, like indexing, parsing, and

ranking according the messages’ timeline, we also consider

other factors that may affect the importance of the contents: 1)

the social connections between the searcher and the messages’

authors, 2) the importance of a message according its re-

tweet or comment count, 3) the specialty of the relative

messages’ author. In these factors, the social connection of

users, existing messages’ re-tweet and comment count are

changing all the times, so we need a storage system which

can help our applications process these data more quickly.

Except for existing messages, there are continually growing

new messages in micro-blogging systems, we need a storage

middle layer like Sedna to help us process newly generated

messages timely.
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Fig. 6. Micro-Blogging Search Engine

Fig. 6 demonstrates the realtime search engine. Step 1

means users began to write their new tweets, then this tweets

will be retrieved by our crawler in step 2. The interval between

Step 3 and step 4 will be quite small because the help of

Sedna’s trigger based apis. Once newly data was processed

and written back to Sedna storage layer, users can query their

tweets in step 6 and 7. As a realtime search engine, the time

between (1) and (7) should be less than several minutes.

Sedna was mainly used in two different aspects: 1) The

storage layer, whenever the spider crawls data, not only

includes the messages but also includes the social connection

information, it will store this data into Sedna using write all
api. 2) Process layer, there are different trigger based jobs

using Sedna’s realtime APIs. For example, one of them is to

calculate users’ relationships, this job will register monitors on

users’ relationship data, when data changes, the job will start

to run to calculate new social graphic, another job monitors on

users’ messages data, when new messages were scrawled, the

job will start to parse these messages, index them and update

the inverted index table.

This real application shows that the Senda is extremely fit

for the realtime massive data processing in cloud platform.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we mainly compare the read/write perfor-

mance of Sedna with Memcached [7]. Sedna uses modified

Memcached as its local memory storage system, so its per-

formance in standalone mode was limited by Memcached.

However, the comparison in standalone mode and cluster mode

still shows the advantages of Sedna as a high speed distributed

file system other than a simple cache system like Memcached.

The reason we do not compare Sedna with other memory

based key value databases like MemBase [6] was most of

these systems were based on memcached, and designed for

different usages, which make it unfair to be compared together.

We believe our results and other’s comparing with memcached

can give a clear clue on their advantages and disadvantages.

A. Sedna Write/Read Performance

We set up a cluster of 9 real servers for experiments,

each server has a Xeon dual-core 2.53 GHz CPU and 6GB

memory. All machines are connected with a single gigabit

Ethernet link, all of them are in the same hosting facility and

therefore the round-trip time between any pair of machines

was less than a millisecond. Servers are configured to use 4GB

memory as local memory storage if they are not ZooKeeper

nodes, otherwise use 3GB memory. All clients run the Sedna

load test programs, we use the same number of clients as

servers to ensure the clients are never a bottleneck. Besides,

a Memcached cluster is deployed on the same cluster to be

compared with Sedna.

1) One Client Performance: In this test, there are only one

client that issues read and write requests running in Sedna

cluster and Memcached cluster. The size of key value pair is

very small because the data size is not the most important

factor which will affect Sedna efficiency. And, if the key or

value was very large, some more careful strategies need to

be implemented than what we have done in current Sedna

implementation. To make all the test comparable, all the Key-

Value pair has a 20 bytes key which was generated randomly

like ’test-00000000000000’, and has a 20 bytes value which

was a constant value.

To show the efficiency of Sedna system, we compare Sedna

with MemCached instead of other distributed file system.

Some MemCached clients support a distributed way to write

data, we use this features in MemCached test programs. Sedna

test programs works like MemCached test programs excepts

it uses Sedna strategy to manage all the data.

There are a significant difference between Sedna and Mem-

cached when we write and read data: Sedna writes every key

value pair three times into different real nodes parallel, and

reads every key value pair three times from different real
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nodes. To make the writes in these two systems comparable,

we set the Memcached test program write and read every

data three times and compare the result with Sedna system

as Fig. 7(a) has shown.

Though Fig. 7(a) shows Sedna has better W/R performance

than Memcached, It is not fair for Memcached because three

times read and write in Sedna were issued and processed

parallel, but in Memcached these reads and writes requests

were issued sequentially. It is still necessary to compare

Sedna with Memcached when writes each data only one

time. Fig. 7(b) shows the W/R performance difference when

comparing Sedna and Memcached when writes each data only

once. From Fig. 7, we can conclude that Sedna performance

is quite stable, and slightly slower than original write-once

Memcached performance, however, it is better than writing

data into three different servers using Memcached clients.

2) Multi-Clients Performance: Throughput is critical for a

distributed file system, we test the read and write performance

of Sedna when all servers in cluster are running client appli-

cations. In this test, nine clients begin to issue the read/write

requests nearly at the same time. The network bandwidth

is one the most important factors affecting the read/write

performance, in our test, all the servers are connected by 1Gb

Ethernet.

Fig. 8 shows the performance of Sedna in nine clients and

one client. We can figure that the I/O performance indeed

reduce when there are more concurrent read/write clients.

However, the reduction is easily understood, in multi-clients

test, there are more clients issuing write operations at the same

time, and each write operation will be sent to three real nodes

for processing. The limitation of each server’s CPU speed,

network I/O bandwidth will make the individual client’s speed

slower, however, the overall throughput is larger than one

client, as there are 9 clients reading and writing.
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As above experience has shown, writes and reads in Sedna

is slightly slower than Memcached in the quiet mode. It is

reasonable as there are at least 3 writes in Sedna instead

of one write in Memcached. The most important result is

a ZooKeeper like service will not obstruct Sedna’s read and

write efficiency.

VII. RELATED WORK

The Google File System (GFS) [15] is a distributed file

system built for hosting the state of Google’s internal appli-

cations, it uses a simple design with a single master server

serving the entire cluster for meta data read/write, the data is

split into chunks and stored in chunk servers, the GFS master

is made of fault tolerant using the Chubby [13] abstraction.

Dynamo [16] is a storage system that is used by Amazon to

store and retrieve user shopping carts. Dynamo’s Gossip based

membership algorithm helps every node maintain information

about other nodes, by which Redis [9] uses to maintain

cluster information too. Dynamo can be defined as a structured

overlay with at most one-hop request routing. Dynamo detects

updated conflicts using a vector clock scheme, but prefers a

client side conflict resolution mechanism. The write operation

in Dynamo also requires a read to be performed for managing

the vector timestamps, this would limit the performance when

systems need to handle a very high write throughput.

Cassandra [1] is a distributed storage system that combines

Dynamo [16] and HBase [5] together, it provides data model

as HBase provides, and constructs cluster in a P2P fashion as

Dynamo to avoid the single point failure. Cassandra partitions

the data over a set of nodes using consistent hashing as

Dynamo does, however, Cassandra using different ways to

ensure uniform load distribution, which was used in Chord

[18] system. Cluster membership in Cassandra is based on

Scuttlebutt [19], an anti-entropy Gossip based mechanism. To

place replicas of one data, Cassandra system elects a leader

amongst its nodes using a system called ZooKeeper [11]. All

nodes contact the leader who tells them for what ranges they

are replicas for. The metadata about the ranges a node is

responsible is cached locally at each node and in a fault-

tolerant manner inside Zookeeper.

Redis [9] and Memcached [7] are both memory based

storage system, the latter should be named as a cache system

instead of storage system as its simple architecture. However,

Redis can be treated as a complete distributed storage system

based on memory. Redis constructs cluster based on Gossip,

replicates data to N copies based on master-slaves architecture,

which means all writes will firstly be sent to master, and slaves

will keep synchronize with their master. Redis provides data

availability using write-ahead log, all the data modification

will first be written on local append-only file before process-

ing.

Sedna differs from the aforementioned storage systems in

terms of the realtime processing needs. Firstly, Sedna is tar-

geted at high random reads and random writes speed, which is

also the reason we choose memory instead of disks. Secondly,

Sedna is built for an infrastructure with hundreds or thousands

of servers. Considering the possibility of failure in such a

large scale servers, we get rid of the centralize architecture

to avoid the single point failure. Thirdly, to meet the stringent

speed requirements of realtime applications, we avoid routing

requests through multiple nodes like Chord use, and avoid
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Fig. 7. W/R Speed Comparing

Gossip mechanism to maintain a consistent cluster status like

Cassandra and Redis does. Sedna uses a zero-hop DHT that

each node caches enough routing information locally to route a

request to the appropriate node directly, and a ZooKeeper min-

cluster which keeps the newest information. Most important,

Sedna is not designed and implemented as a substitution of

disk-base storage systems. With the high w/r speed memory

based storage ability and trigger based APIs, it provides a new

way to program realtime applications on cloud platform.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce our work - Sedna, a key-

value memory based storage system in cloud environment for

realtime applications. Sedna is designed especially for huge

size data centers and realtime processing. It provides many

advantages comparing with other storage systems: a high speed

random I/O access, a scalable structure, and new trigger based

data access apis to support realtime programming. The usage

of Sedna in our micro-blogging search also shows its potential

in real time processing in cloud platform.
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